Simplified method for three-dimensional evaluation of interstitial brachytherapy applications.
Although three-dimensional (3-D) treatment planning has primarily been used for external beam radiation therapy, the advantages of 3-D treatment planning can be realized for brachytherapy applications. As with teletherapy, the use of 3-D treatment planning for brachytherapy can provide both superior dose distribution as well as detailed evaluations of the relationship of dose and volume in critical structures and target tissues. Conventional 3-D treatment planning uses computed tomography (CT) scans to localize structures; however, localizing individual brachytherapy sources on each CT slice can be impractical for routine clinical use. In the transition from two-dimensional to 3-D localization and dose evaluation of interstitial perineal templates in particular, a practical method of seed localization on a postimplant CT dataset has been developed. This method does not utilize dummy sources and, as such, does not require individual seed locations to be identified. Instead, the position of the afterloading catheter is defined as a reference line by connecting its location as seen on the axial CT slices and seed locations defined along its length. Full volumetric calculations can then be performed, including dose-volume histograms (DVH) for critical organs and tumor volumes. Source localization and normal tissue doses were calculated using both orthogonal films and the 3-D method for a series of perineal template guided implants. Point dose calculations of the rectum and bladder were obtained from orthogonal films and were then compared to the corresponding DVHs for these organs.